
SUBMODULES OF RINGS

CARL C. FAITH

1. Introduction. Let G be a subgroup of the group 3 of all quasi-

inner automorphisms of a ring Sl. A subset © of Sl is a Gl-subset of

31 (G-Invariant subset of 31) in case © is invariant under G in the sense

that ©G = @. The well-known Cartan-Brauer-Hua theorem states:

If 31 is a division ring, and if © is a proper Gl-division subring not

contained in the center o/3l, then G^S- Ln [2] this result was extended

as follows: Then G has infinite index in $, that is, 21 contains infinitely

many subrings conjugate to ©.x The first purpose of this article is to

present a suitable analog of this latter result for rings where the

Cartan-Brauer-Hua theorem has been extensively generalized,

namely, for the simple rings studied by Amitsur [l], and the matrix

and local matrix rings of Rosenberg [5]. As in their work results first

are obtained for (noninvariant) submodules of Sl.

At least two kinds of divisibility properties are inherent in the

notions of subspaces of an algebra 31 over a field <p: (1) divisibility of

<p and (2) ^-divisibility of a subspace © of 31 (in the sense that a<p =<p,

and a© = ©, for every 0^aE4>)- Now assume only that 31 is a

<£-ring,2 and that 4> is an arbitrary ring. An additive subgroup © of

SI is a subspace if a©C© for each aE4>, olt^O. If 4> has an identity

element which is the identity operator on 31, then clearly (1) implies

(2) but (2) is independent of (1) in the sense that (2) is meaningful

even if (1) fails. Although [l] is a study of invariant subspaces of

simple algebras over fields, (1) seems to play no role in the theory de-

veloped there, other than guaranteeing (2). This observation is the

starting point for the present article, that is, whenever feasible, the

requirement (1) is dropped and (2) is only assumed "locally."

Following Amitsur [l], we shall be exclusively concerned with sub-

groups of 3 generated by quasi-inner automorphisms effected by ele-

ments «G3l which are 2-potent in the sense that m2 = 0. Inasmuch as
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1 In case 21 is a division algebra of finite dimensions, and © is a division subalgebra,

this result is a corollary to a theorem of Hattori [3].

2 21 is a left-<I>-module satisfying a{xy) = {ax)y = x{ay) for all a E®, and all

x, y £21 (cf. N. Jacobson's, Theory of rings, p. 55). It is clear that 21 is ^-simple if and

only if 21 is simple, and, also, that if A contains a nonzero ^-divisible subspace, then

<#> can contain no proper zero divisors.
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these transformations include, in the case 21 is a matrix ring of degree

> 1, the inner automorphisms effected by the transvections of 21

(§3), a uniform approach to the papers cited above is possible. This

uniformity, together with the recasting of Amitsur's results [l] in

greater generality (and in the perspective outlined in the preceding

paragraph), constitutes the second main objective of the present

article.

Finally (§5) several useful results on the generation of simple

algebras with minimum condition are given new proofs and simul-

taneously extended to simple algebras over fields T^GFifL) containing

idempotents 9*0, 1, as an application of a theorem of Amitsur. These

latter algebras contain no invariant nontrivial one-sided ideals, are

generated by idempotent elements (also by 2-potent elements), and

each element is a sum of quasi-regular elements.

2. Simple rings. If a is an element of a ring A with quasi-inverse

a', then the mapping x—>x+ax+xa'+axa' is an automorphism of A,

called the quasi-inner automorphism of A determined by a. The quan-

tity on the right of the arrow will be denoted by (l+a)x(l+a)_1

whether A has an identity or not. Of course, when A has an identity e,

then il+a)xil+a)-1 = ie+a)x(e+a)~1 so that every quasi-inner

automorphism is inner.

As usual, for all a, bEA, [a, b] denotes the commutator ab — ba.

If B and C are subsets of A, then [73, C] denotes the submodule

(=additive subgroup) of A generated by all { [b, c]\ bEB, cEC}.

Now let A be a 4>-ring2 over a commutative ring $, and let M be a

submodule (=additive subgroup) of A. In this article, any uEA

whose square is zero will be designated as a 2-potent element of A. If

u is any 2-potent element of A, tuict) will denote the mapping

Ua): M-y (1 + aw)-W(l + au)

of Afonto its conjugate il+au^Mil+au), where aG$; TMiu) will

signify the multiplicative group of all mappings {/„(a)| «£<!>};

Nuiu) is the kernel of the homomorphism a—Hu(a) of (<£, +) on

TM(u). Thus TM(u) £* (#, +) - NM(u), where NM(u) = {«G*|

(l-r-aM)_1Af(l+aM) = M}. When there can be no confusion resulting

from this, T(u) and N(u) will represent TMiu) and 7Vjf(«) respec-

tively. In what follows J=iJ, +) will denote the additive group

of integers. The submodule M is divisible by a£d> in case aM=M,

and 019*0; M is ^-divisible if M is divisible by each nonzero a£$.

The concept "M is /-divisible" is defined inasmuch as A is also a

/-ring. In this case M will be said to be, simply, divisible.
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Lemma 1. Let A be a $-ring2 over a commutative ring <£>; let M be

any submodule divisible by a, j8, and a — ̂  for different nonzero a, jSgd);

let u be any 2-potent element in A. Then a, 0ENM(u) if and only if

both [u, M] and uMu are contained in M. Then (1 +u)~xM(1 +u) = M.

Proof. Sufficiency. Assume that [u, M], and uMu are contained

in M. Then so are [u, ctM] and u(a2M)u. Therefore,

(1 + au)~xm(l + au) = m + [u, am] + u(a2m)u E M,

and also

(1 + au)m(l + au)~x E M,    when    m EM.

Thus, (l+au)~1M(l+au) = M, that is, a (also &)ENM(u).

Necessity. Clearly x= [au, m] — (au)m(au)EM, and y= [fin, m]

-(Pu)m(Pu)EM, for all mEM. Then

a2y — fi2x = X[u, m] E M,

whereX = (a—/3)a/3. HenceX[u, M]= [u,\M]= [u, M]QM. Further-

more, u(oi2m)u = a[u, m]—xEM, for all m. Since a2M= M, it follows

that uMuQM.

Then, (l+u)~1m(l+u)=m+[m, u]—umuEM, for all mEM.

Thus (l+u^M^+^QM. Since NM(u)=NM(-u), the calcula-

tions above show that (l+u)M(l+u)~lcZM as well, that is, that

(l+u)-1M(l+u) = M.

If <!> = Jin the lemma, and if a, PENm(u) are relatively prime, then

1 = pa+qfiENM(u) for suitable p, qEI- That lEN(u) even if a and

/3 are not relatively prime is a notable consequence of the lemma. In

fact, if 4> is any commutative ring with identity 1 such that A is

unital in the sense that la = a for each aEA,3 the lemma shows that

lEN(u) whenever M is ^-divisible and card N(u) > 2.

A Xl-subgroup oi A is a subgroup of (A, +) such that

(1 + m)-1M(1 + u) = M

ior each 2-potent uEA. (In the context of §1, X is the subgroup of

the group 3 generated by all quasi-inner automorphisms effected by

2-potent elements.) Above, and below, card 5 denotes the cardinality

of any set 5.

Lemma 2. Let M be a not %I-subgroup of a $-ring A, where 4> is

commutative. Then, there exists a 2-potent uEA such that:

(I) Card NM(u) fk 2 in case M is ^-divisible.

3 In this case A is an algebra over $ (cf. [4, p. 16]).
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(II) Tm(u) = (^, +) in case M is ^-divisible and 2a = 0 implies a = 0

for each aG$.

(III) Tjniu) contains an isomorph of (J, +) in case M is divisible,

and yM=M for at least one Oy^yE®.

Proof. (I) Since M is ^-divisible, Lemma 1 shows that

(1 + u)~lMil + u) = M

whenever card JVm(«) >2. Since M is not XI, clearly (I) holds. (II) If

u is 2-potent, and if card NMiu)S2, then, as a matter of fact, it is

true that NMiu) = {o}, since 09*aENMiu) would imply that 2a£A,

whereas 2a?^0, a. (Ill) First consider A as a /-ring. Since M is

divisible, by (II), there is a 2-potent uEA such that il+u)~iMil+u)

9*M. If yM=M, O^yE®, and if a = qyEN(u) for some 09*qEJ,
then also P = 2a = 2qyEN(u). Since (ky)M =k(yM) =kM= M for

each 09*kEJ, by Lemma 1, (l+u)~1M(l+u) = M. This contradic-

tion shows that the homomorphism k—Hky(u) of / on the subgroup

{tky(u)\kEJ} of Tm(u) is actually an isomorphism.

In [l] Amitsur made a blanket hypothesis on the simple ring A:

A is an algebra over afield 9*GF(2). Although it is readily apparent

that certain of his calculations are valid for rings under a more general

hypothesis, partly in order to avoid the appearance of applying re-

sults under incorrect hypotheses, and partly for the convenience of

the reader, [l, p. 988] is summarized in greater generality in a lemma

below. In it e9*l signifies the existence of some aEA such that the

equality ea = ae = a fails; F2 is the full matrix ring of degree 2 over F;

Z is the center of A.

Lemma (Amitsur). Let A be a simple ring with an idempotent

e9*0, 1, and let M be a submodule of A such that [u, M]^ZM for all

2-potent uEA. Then: if A9*F2, when F is a field of characteristic 2,
then M2 [4,4], or else MQZ.

Proof. It is easy to see that Amitsur's proof of [l, Lemma 3] de-

pends only on the result of [l, Lemma l], and on [l, Lemma 2].

Since this latter lemma holds quite generally for simple rings,4 it

follows that [l, Lemma 3] can be restated: 7/4 is simple, and if

[u, M]QM for all 2-potent uEA, then [M, [A, 4]]Cj|tf". That
M^>[A, A], or MC.Z follows from this inclusion in the same way

as in [l].

Amitsur's lemma and Lemma 1 can be used to "determine" the

* More specifically, it is only required that AeA =A, and Ae'A =A, where (for-

mally) e'-l—e.
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not Si-subgroups in some cases. This determination, together with

Lemma 2, produces

Theorem 1. If A is a simple $-ring2 with an idempotent 7^0, 1, and

d> commutative; if A 9^Ft when F is a field of characteristic 2; if M is

any submodule of A such that M\Xl [A, A], and M%the center Z of A,

then there exists a 2-potent uEA such that (I—III) of Lemma 2 hold.

Now suppose that A is an algebra over <p, where <f> is commuta-

tive.2-3 If A contains an identity element 1, then in order that every

subspace of A be (^-divisible, it is necessary that <£=</> 1 be a field. As

was remarked in §1, this condition is also sufficient. Hence, in order

to insure "global" ^-divisibility of subspaces, there is no loss of gen-

erality, at least when 1 EA, in assuming, as in the next theorem, that

<p is a field.

Theorem 2. Let A be a simple algebra with an idempotent 9^0, 1,

over a field <p such that A^Ft when F is a field of characteristic 2. Let

B be any proper subalgebra % the center Z of A. Then, there exists a

2-potentuEA suchthat: (1) card {(l+au)~1B(l+au)\aE4>} =card<p,

when 4> is infinite; (2) different kEI determine different subrings

(l+ku^B^l+ku), when <p has characteristic 0.

Proof. Now BJ)[A, A] (see the proof of [l, Theorem 2] for this

computation), and B%Z, so that the hypotheses of Theorem 1 (I)

hold. Thus, there is a 2-potent uEA with card NB(u) fk2, and such

that TB(u)~((j>, +)—Nb(u). (1) follows immediately from this; (2) is

a direct consequence of Theorem 1 (III).

As Amitsur noted in [l, p. 989, §3], there exist simple central alge-

bras even over fields of characteristic 0 containing characteristic

proper subalgebras. Furthermore, O. F. G. Schilling has constructed

a division algebra D with a valuation F having the property that

the valuation ring 0= {dED\ Vd^O} is a proper invariant subalge-

bra not contained in the center. (See his The theory of valuations,

Mathematical Surveys, Amer. Math. Soc, vol. 4, 1950, p. 24, Exam-

ple VI). However, if A is a division subalgebra of a division algebra D

over the field d>, A^D, and ACT-not contained in the center C of D,

then (Cartan-Brauer-Hua) A is not invariant. Let S' denote the

centralizer in D of any subset 5 of D. Then the results of [2] show:

(1)  if d E A, d E C, if Qd is an infinite set  Q d' C\ A, then

card {(l+av)-1A(l+av)\aEQd} =card Qd,

for any vED, vE&, v$.d". (2) If dT\A is finite for each dEA, dEC,

then (A is finite and) card {o-xAa| O^aED} =card F>^N0. (1) has

the following immediate corollary which we duly record because of its

similarity to Theorem 2 (1).
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Theorem 2'. Let D be a division algebra over an infinite field <p, and

let A be any proper division subalgebra not contained in C. Then,

card {(1 +av)~1A.(l +av) \aE<f>} =card ab, for each vED, vE&> vQA'.

3. Matrix rings. Let 4 be a ring, and A = 4„ the ring of nXn

matrices over 4, n = 2. For each aEA, api denotes the matrix with a

in the (p, q) position and zeros elsewhere. An additive subgroup 5 of

A is a Tl-subgroup (Transvectionally Invariant subgroup) in case S is

invariant under all quasi-inner automorphisms effected by the a,-,-,

i9*j, aEA.6 Rosenberg [5] has determined the structure of the T7-

subgroups of An assuming that 1£4, and n = 3. These are the sub-

groups of the center, or they have the form [An, Kn]+D, where A

is a nonzero 2-sided ideal of 4 (consisting of the off-diagonal entries

of the elements of the T7-subgroup), and D is an additive group of

diagonal matrices. Thus, in case 1£4, and n = 3, the not T7-sub-

groups in the following theorem are well-determined.

Let (R1', o) denote the group (under a o b = a + b+ab) of all quasi-

regular elements of the ring R of the theorem. Then (T, o) denotes the

subgroup generated by all 2-potent elements of (R', o).

Theorem 3. Let S be a not Tl-subgroup of An = R, n = 2. If A is

divisible, then (1) the set {(1 +a)_1A(l +a) | aE(T, o)} is infinite. If S

is divisible, then (2) there exists u = aa, i9*j, aEA, such that different

kEJ determine different subgroups (l+ku)~lS(l+ku).

Proof. Negation of (1) amounts to the assertion that the subgroup

(N, o)={aE(T, o)\(l+a)-1S(l+a)=S} has finite index in (T, o).

This means that there exists a fixed natural number q such that for

any aE(T, o) that a°Q = a o ao ■ ■ ■ o a (q times)G(A, o). If a is

2-potent, then a°" = qa. Thus for each aEA, and each i9*j, qa^

E(N, o). Since g(a,y) = iqa)a, and since g4=4, clearly (A, o) con-

tains every by, i?*j, bEA. Then 5 is a T7-subgroup. This contradic-

tion establishes (1).

Next assume only that 5 is divisible, and consider R as an algebra

over /. Then T(u) and N(u) are defined with respect to /, for all

u = aa, i9*j, aEA. If kEN(u), and if k9*0, then N(u) has order >2,

since k, 2k, • • • , are distinct elements of N(u). By Lemma 1,

(l+u)~1S(l+u)=S. Since S is not a T7-subgroup, there exists

u = aa, i9*j, aEA, such that N(u) = \o}. Then, for this u, T(u)

=±iJ, +)-

6 In the context of §1, T is the subgroup of 3 generated by all quasi-inner auto-

morphisms effected by these elements. When 1 EA, an element l+Oi/, if^j, a EA,

is a transvection [5].
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Corollary 1. Let A be a simple ring of characteristic 0, with identity,

and let B be a proper subring of R = An, n^.3, such that B%the center

C of R. Then: (1) There exist infinitely many subrings

{(1 + a)~1B(l + a)\aE(T,o)};

(2) If there exists rER such that qr (£F for allO^qEJ, then there exists

u = aa, iy^j, aEA, such that different kEJ determine different sub-

rings (l+ku)-lB(l+ku).6

Proof. Since A is simple, so is An (cf., e.g., [4, p. 40, Proposition

2]). Now BJ)[An, An], since, otherwise, B=A in the same way as

the proof of [l, Theorem 2]. Thus, by Rosenberg's structure theorem

[5, Theorem l], B is not TJ-subgroup. Theorem 3 (1) now completes

the proof of (1).

(2) R is evidently an algebra over the field of rational numbers. If

B' = \aER\ kaEB for some O^kEJ], then the condition (2) implies

that B'^R.7 Now B' is the subalgebra generated by B, and moreover,

x~1Bx = B implies x~1B'x = B'. Then (2) follows from Theorem 3 (2),

since the proof of (1) shows that B' is not TI.

The next result shows that a proper subring B of R = A„, n> 1, is

noninvariant if B contains any element belonging to a set M(n)

of matrix units in R. This improves on a result of G. Ehrlich [Proc.

Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 6 (1955) pp. 470-471] who proved the non-

invariance any proper subring B containing M(n).

Proposition 1. Let A be in a ring with identity 1, and let M(n)

= {ea | i, j = 1, • • • . n, Si e" = 1} oea complete set of matrix units for

R = An, n> 1. Then R is generated (as a ring) by the conjugates of any

element e = eaEM(n).

Proof. Let B denote the subring generated by the conjugates of

e = eu, say. Then B contains every ejj = x]~1enXj, J9^1, where Xj = xjx

= l—en—ejj+eij+eji. For each aEA, and i^j, set

tij(a) = (1 + aei})ejj(l — aei}).

Then,

ae%i — Uj(a) — ey E B,

for all aEA, and all i-Aj.  Then B contains every aeu as well,

6 When A is simple, An is simple, so that Theorem 2 yields information for sub-

algebras in the n — 2 case, and even supplements (1) and (2) when »Jg3 (and A need

not have characteristic 0).

'In other words, the difference group (R — J, +) is not torsion. I have not been

able to answer the question (asked by the referee) whether this condition is necessary.
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i=l, • - ■ , n, so that B^>R=An. The case e = ea,j arbitrary, follows

from this, since en = XyeyyXy-1. Finally, if e = ety, i?*j, note that eyy

= eii — (l—eji)eij(l+en)eijEB, so that B=R in this case too.

4. Local matrix rings. The first corollary to Theorem 3 is now ex-

tended to rings which are locally matrix rings over simple rings with

units and characteristic 0 in the sense of Rosenberg [5].

Theorem 4. Let Rbea ring which is locally matrix of degree 2; 3 over

simple rings with units and characteristic 0. Let B be a proper subring

not contained in the center. Then R contains infinitely many subrings

of the form {(1 +a)B(l+a)~1 \aE (R', o)}.8

Proof. Let xER, x EP- Since B is not contained in the center there

exists bEB, yER such that yb^by. Embed x, y and b in a matrix

ring An, n = 3, where 4 is a simple ring of characteristic 0, and unit e.

Let M = BC\An. Then, since M9*An, and since M is not contained

in the center of A„, by Corollary 1(1), the set {gMh\g, hEAn, gh = e}

is infinite. Then, since gBh = B, g, hEAn, gh = e, implies gMh = M, so

is the set {gBh\g, hEAn, gh = e}. Then the set

{(1-e- g)B(l -e-h)\g,hEAn,gh = e}

is infinite too (cf. [5, Theorem 2]).

5. Generation of simple algebras. Let 4' denote the totality of

quasi-regular (q.r.) elements of a ring 4. For any subset A of 4,

M(S) and R(S) will denote the submodule and subring, respectively,

generated by S. In case 4 is also an algebra, &(S) is the subalgebra

generated by S. Now each element of A (4') is expressible as sums

(and differences) of products of q.r. elements. Let a, bEA' have the

quasi-inverses a', V respectively. Then c = a+b+ab has quasi-inverse

c' = a'+b'+b'a'. Thus ab = c — a — bEM(A'). An evident induction

establishes that any product of q.r. elements belongs to M(A'). This

shows that R(A')QM(A'). Trivially A(4')3Af(4') so the equality

A(4') = il7(4') holds. In case 1£4, the set 4* of all units of 4 is

defined, and it is easily seen that A7(4*) =A(4*). Consequently

any statement to the effect that 4 is generated by a subset 5 is inde-

pendent of the type of generation Jkf(5), or A(5), usually referred to,

in the case 5 = 4', or 4*.

In the case 1G4, Af(4*)2M(4') but Af(4*)^M(4') in some

8 Corollary 1 (2) could be extended similarly by restricting B to be a subalgebra.

But, since R is simple, one could also appeal to Theorem 2 (2) for a sharper result,

and R would only have to be locally matrix of degree =2 at that. Furthermore,

Theorem 2(1) would yield information in the modular case.
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cases (e.g., ^4=GF(2)). It is easily shown, however, that M(A*)

= M(A'), when A is any algebra (with 1) over a field AGF(2).

Now let A =Dn, where D is a division algebra. Shoda [6, p. 255,

Hilfssatz 5] (cf. Zelinsky [7]) has shown that M(A*) =A in this case.

In case D has center <j>7£GF(2), M(A') =A as well. This latter equa-

tion can be extended in an obvious way to simple algebras A with

minimal left ideals inasmuch as each aEA is contained in a sub-

algebra isomorphic to Dn, n = n(a), (cf., [4, p. 90, Theorem 3]). On

the other hand, neither R(A')=A, nor R(A*)=A, can hold for every

simple algebra with identity even over a field of characteristic 0. (See

[l, p. 989, 13].) Since R(A*) is a characteristic subalgebra of an

algebra A over cj>, Amitsur's theorem [l, Theorem 2], together with

Shoda's theorem just mentioned, shows that R(A*)=A whenever A

is simple, contains an idempotent e^O, 1, and <j>?±GF(2), since e

and 0, l9^aE<i> can be used to manufacture a unit of A not in the

center of A. More generally one has

Theorem 5. Let A be a simple algebra with an idempotent e^O, 1,

over a field dy^GF(2). Then each aEA is a sum of quasi-regular ele-

ments.

Proof. In view of the preceding remarks, one may assume that

A T^Ft, when F is a field of characteristic 2. If T denotes the totality

of 2-potent elements of A, then R(T) = CL(T). One proceeds to pick

uET, M(£the center Z of A. To do this it suffices to write

A = eAe + fAf + eAf + fAe

where (formally) f=l—e, and to note that it is impossible that

eAf=fAe= {o}. Otherwise, A=eAe®fAf would contain the proper

ideal eAe. Consequently there exists 0Au = eafET (or u=fae), and

uEZ since uf = Ur£fu = 0 (or fu = U9£uf=0). By Amitsur's theorem

R(T)=A, so that each aEA is a sum of products of elements of F.

Since TCZA', then R(A')=A as well. Then M(A')=A as indicated

above.

Corollary 2. Let A be any simple algebraic algebra over a field

4>9^GF(2). Then each aEA is a sum of quasi-regular elements.

Proof. The result is trivially true if A is a radical ring (that is a

nil ring). Otherwise every nonzero left ideal of A contains an idem-

potent e^O. Thus, A is either an algebra of the type of Theorem 5, or

else A is a division algebra. In either case, M(A') =A.

Since every element of the radical of an algebra is q.r., M(A') =A

also whenever a modulo radical is a direct sum of algebras of the kind
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in Theorem 5, or in Corollary 2 (or, as a matter of fact, of algebras

generated by q.r. elements).

Theorem 5 has the following interesting consequence.

Corollary 3. Let A be as in Theorem 5. Then A contains no invari-

ant right ideals 9* {0}, A. Moreover, A is a sum of isomorphic principal

right ideals with idempotent generators.

Proof. If (l+a)Q(l+a)~1C.Q for any aEA', and any right ideal

Q, then (l+a)QcZQ, so that aQCZQ. Since each xEA is a sum,

x=2Iici» o-tEA', i=l, • ■ • , n, n = n(a), if Q is invariant, then

xQC.Q, for any x£4. Thus, Q is a two-sided ideal of 4. By the
simplicity of 4, Q= {o}, or 4. Now let (e*)« denote the principal

right ideal generated by e*, where e* is a quasi-conjugate of the

idempotent 0, l9*eEA. Since each (e*)n is isomorphic to (e)R, and

since 23(e*)« is an invariant right ideal of 4 not contained in Z, A
= 2>*)«- _

A ring 4 is a radical extension of a subring B in case some power of

each a£4 lies in B. If 4 is a simple ring, not a division ring, having

minimum condition, an application of Proposition 1 (§3) indicates

that 4 is not a radical extension of any proper subring. This result, a

consequence of the fact that 4 is generated as a ring by idempotents,

will be used to advantage in a subsequent paper dealing with radical

extensions of rings.9 The following corollary, which follows from the

result just mentioned in the exceptional cases of Amitsur's theorem,

and from the fact that 4 is also generated as an algebra by idem-

potents (in fact, by the conjugates of any idempotent 9*0, 1) in the

other cases, generalizes the result just mentioned but does not con-

tain it.

Corollary 4. Let A be as in Theorem 5. Then A is not a radical

extension of any proper subalgebra B.

In case 1G4, "subalgebra B" in the corollary can be replaced by

"subring B" provided the prime subfield F?*GF(2). For let 09*aEF.

Then a is contained in every subring B, and, if A/B is radical, (a-1)"

EB. Hence, or1 = ornan~1EB. This shows that B is a subalgebra of

4 considered as an algebra over F. Since F9*GF(2), the last corollary

applies.

Corollary 5. Let A be a simple ring with identity 1, and idempotent

' See my article, Algebraic division ring extensions, forthcoming in these Proceed-
ings.
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AO, 1. If A has characteristic A2, then A is not a radical extension of

any subring BAA.
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